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cussed.
Generally, agriculture needs to many things like new technologies, fertiliz-

ers, chemicals, seeds, genetics, machinaries and implements be fore cultivation, 
and we have to supply some of them from other countries. On the otherhand, the 
marketing for crops surpluses has high importance. 11th cabinet  has understood 
the interntional interactions to enhance the economy. Such actions show the 
comrehesion of water crisis in agriculture and droughts that can be continued in 
future years.

Climate Change or Dismanagement?!
Climate differences are a part of nature`s essence. But, human interference 

in the nature caused to damage the level of the balance between the details of the 
nature. Till 1391 (2012), all of the problems that happened in agriculture sector 
debited to global climate changes. But, abusing from water resources and dis-
managements in last three decades, caused, magnificent problems that we see 
now. To issue illegal permission for digging the wells and oversight to unper-
mitted wells, are few parts of dismanagements. Plannig and establishing of 200 
dams on every river or stream on the pretext of sustainable improvement, caused 
to evaporate billions cubic of water from the pools in the back of these dams.

On the other hand, the sun shines more than 300 days regardly on this country 
yearly and we can produce all of the electrical needs by this way.

Just now, the results of these dismanagements are water crisis in the country 
and sagging many of the plains. However, Iran socity must suffer the results of 
those dismanagement till unclear future.

Unbelivable Rate of lead in Iranian Poultry
In a T.V. program the executer announced that the pertcentage of the lead 

metal in Iranian broilers is 47 times more than global standards.
To say such a subject seems to be scoffing and shows that T.V.Programers 

have no any information about poultry industry in the country . It is clear that the 
poultry industry imports soy and maize from Canada, Brazil or USA. In addition, 
it  produces about 2/000/000 tons of broiler and consumes more than 14/000/000 
tons of food yearly. According to this speech, every one of 20/000 poultry farm 
can do as a lead factory.

Such words are nonsense and show that the announcer has not competence.
We suggtest to Iran T.V. responsibles to consult to experts and specialists be-

fore showing such a program or have a report from related unions.
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Seven Basic Indicators to Compile Srtategies In Agriculture 
Sector

It Seems that basic strategic indicators in agriculture sector 
are distingtuished gradually. Many years ago, we had to produce 
agricultural crops domestically without any attention to costs, 
basic resources like soil and water, environment, and trade re-
lations, or with / without help from government. In that same 
years, many thought that the best ministries are who present the 
most statistics without any attention to the quality and final net 
prices. In that procedure, consumer`s healthy and their purchas-

ing power were not cansidored.
Any way, according to editorial opinion nine strategic indicators in agriculture 

sector must be taken into consideration as follow:
1- Investment to save under ground water resources.
2- Investment to optimise water usage and its productivity
3- Investment to increase dry material in liev of one liter of water
4- Consider to preference of agriculture products
5- Trade of unreal water by importing the crops
6- Plan to cultivate in other regions and countries
7- Improve international relations to cheapen imports and increase export ben-

efits.
8- Support private sector for export the products
9- Extend international interactions to exploit technology and innovations
Utilizing above indicators can make a space with previous trends and plan new 

programs.

Editorial:
Villages ecvacuation; the bells that not heard

According to national Institute on population study, about 40/000 villages are 
evacuated and the rural population percentage has decreased From 70% to less than 
30% This trend can be seen in poor districts more quickly. But, Why the responsibles 
can`t hear the sound of these bells?

Read more in Damparvaran mag.

 
Improving International Relations, necessary to 

Sustainable Agriculture
In last years, many essays about agriculture improvement and international  re-

lations were issued and analyzed by Damparvaran magazine. In those essays some 
subjects like the necessity to join W.T.o and cultivation in other reg ions were dis-
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